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ABSTRACT

The topographical control of western boundary currents within a basin and zonal jets in a channel is
investigated in terms of the potential vorticity (PV) and barotropic vorticity (BV: the curl of the depth-
integrated velocity) budgets using isopycnic, adiabatic wind–driven experiments. Along the western bound-
ary, the wind-driven transport is returned across latitude lines by the bottom pressure torque, while friction
is only important in altering the PV within an isopycnic layer and in allowing a closed circulation. These
contrasting balances constrain the geometry of the flow through integral relationships for the BV and PV.
For both homogenous and stratified basins with sloping sidewalls, the northward subtropical jet separates
from the western wall and has opposing frictional torques on either side of the jet, which cancel in a zonal
integral for BV but alter the PV within a layer streamline. In a channel with partial topographic barriers,
the bottom pressure torque is again important in returning wind-driven flows along western boundaries and
in transferring BV from neighboring wind-driven gyres into a zonal jet. The depth-integrated flow steered
by topography controls where the bottom friction alters the PV, which can lead to different PV states being
attained for separate subbasins along a channel.

1. Introduction

There is an apparent paradox concerning the role of
friction in the wind-driven ocean circulation. On the
one hand, it is widely accepted that friction is important
for the potential vorticity (PV) budget and in ensuring
a closed circulation. On the other hand, friction is
viewed as unimportant in enabling the return flow of
the wind-driven transport in western boundary currents
when there are sloping sidewalls, as has been shown for

the zonal integral of the barotropic vorticity (the curl of
the depth-integrated velocity) balance; see theoretical
arguments (Hughes 2000) and model diagnostics for a
realistic ocean (Hughes and de Cuevas 2001, hereinaf-
ter HdC). This barotropic vorticity (BV) balance is the
generalization of Sverdrup balance, which is at the
heart of the oceanographer’s understanding of how
ocean gyres function.

The fact that friction is important in one balance but
not in the other is not in itself surprising. However, the
study of wind-driven circulation has in the past been
dominated by theory based on models with flat bottoms
and vertical sidewalls. For this special case, in a single-
layer model, the BV and PV equations are the same, so
friction must be equally important in either. Our aim is
to clarify how the constraints imposed by these two
different equations evolve as the representation of the
ocean changes from a single-layer gyre with topogra-
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phy, to a stratified gyre with topography, and finally to
a stratified channel with topography.

The PV and BV equations can be written, for a strati-
fied ocean with bottom topography, as

�h
D

Dt �f � �

h � � k · � � ���

h �, �1�

and

�V � J�pb, H� � k · � � ��w � �b � A�. �2�

Here, in (1), D/Dt is the Lagrangian rate of change,
Q � ( f � �)/h is referred to as the PV, f is the planetary
vorticity and � its northward derivative, � is the vertical
component of relative vorticity, h is a layer thickness,
and 	� represents the difference between viscous
stresses on the top and bottom of the layer. In (2), with

 as the sea surface elevation, the depth-integrated
northward mass flux is V � �


�H � dz, �w and �b are
surface wind stress and bottom stress, respectively, and
A represents nonlinear vorticity advection. The bottom
pressure torque is represented by J(pb, H), where pb is
the pressure at the sea floor, H is ocean depth, the
Jacobian is defined by

J�A, B� �
�A

�x

�B

�y
�

�A

�y

�B

�x
,

and k is a unit vector in the local vertical (upward).
Some assumptions have been made in these equa-

tions, appropriate to the model investigations pre-
sented later: lateral friction has been neglected since its
effects are much smaller that those of the bottom stress
in our model results, although its effect can be easily
incorporated if required; time dependence has been ne-
glected in (2) since a statistically steady state is consid-
ered; and, perhaps most importantly, the effect of di-
apycnal fluxes has been neglected from the right-hand
side of (1). This latter choice is to ensure that any wind
stress forcing in (1) cannot be balanced by the diapyc-
nal transfer, thus requiring friction to be important.

a. Barotropic vorticity and potential vorticity
balances

The PV and BV balances, (1) and (2), become iden-
tical for a single-layer, flat-bottomed ocean with h �
H � const, and 	� � �w � �b. From this limit is derived
the canonical picture of a gyre with an interior in Sver-
drup balance, �V � k · � � (�w), such that the flow
across f contours is forced by wind stress curl, and fric-
tion is required in a narrow boundary current to permit
the required return flow across f � � contours to close
the gyre.

In more realistic circumstances including topography

and stratification, the bottom pressure torque becomes
important in the BV balance constraining the meridi-
onal transport across latitude circles. Conversely, the
PV balance only constrains flow across PV contours,
which can be substantially nonzonal, and meridional
flows can occur locally without any corresponding
change in PV. As we shall see in the following sections,
the BV equation retains some capability to constrain
the geometry of the flow, while the PV equation is
useful in constraining the flow within closed streamlines
and as a Lagrangian diagnostic. Together, the two
equations provide strong constraints on the flow in
many circumstances.

b. Interpretation of the bottom pressure torque

Given the importance of the bottom pressure torque
J(pb, H) in allowing meridional flows (see Holland
1973; HdC), it is worth giving a brief physical interpre-
tation. The bottom pressure torque arises from the
variation of bottom pressure pb along isobaths. The
weight of overlying fluid at the seafloor always creates
an equal and opposite pressure force from the topog-
raphy into the ocean. When there is sloping topogra-
phy, this normal pressure force has a horizontal com-
ponent, as well as a vertical component. If this horizon-
tal component of the normal pressure force changes
with distance along the isobath, then a “twisting force”
or (informally) a bottom pressure torque is exerted on
the vertical cylinder of the overlying fluid. This bot-
tom pressure torque is exactly analogous to that ex-
erted by the wind stress curl at the surface. In addi-
tion, both bottom pressure torque and wind stress
curl can be considered in terms of vertical velocities.
While wind stress curl induces an Ekman pumping at
the base of the Ekman layer, bottom pressure torque
can be interpreted in terms of the geostrophic flow at
the sea floor. At the seafloor, � f ub � (k � �p)b, so
that � f ub · �H � J(pb, H). As there is no flow through
the seafloor, any horizontal flow toward an isobath
must be accompanied by a vertical flow, so the flow will
be upslope, giving the kinematic boundary condition
wb � �ub · �H, from which we see that �fwb � �J(pb,
H). When friction is allowed, this becomes a condition
at the top of the bottom Ekman layer, and the effect of
bottom stress curl must also be allowed.

The one major difference between bottom pressure
torque and wind stress curl is that bottom pressure
torque is determined dynamically by the ocean rather
than being externally imposed. There is no energy input
or dissipation associated with the bottom pressure
torque, and it affects only the mass transport and BV
but not the PV of the fluid. For this reason, it is incor-
rect to view the bottom pressure torque as driving the
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flow, it can only be in balance with a particular flow and
is a measure of the topographic steering of the flow.

Another way to interpret the bottom pressure torque
is to consider its relationship to flow along f /H con-
tours. In an unforced, barotropic basin in the absence of
inertial effects the streamlines lie along f /H contours,
and the BV Eq. (2) reduces to �V � J(pb, H). Hence
the bottom pressure torque arises in order to balance a
meridional flow such that the streamfunction is directed
along f /H contours.

Our study now focuses on two questions: 1) How are
the BV and PV balances reconciled in simple ocean
geometries and 2) is the role of the bottom pressure
torque simply to steer the flow or does it have a
broader, perhaps indirect, dynamical influence on
the flow? We address these questions in the context
of an ocean gyre circulation and a channel with topog-
raphy.

2. Gyre circulations

a. Model formulation

The model experiments focus on the dynamical con-
trol of the depth-integrated transport for a basin fol-
lowing the barotropic study of Becker and Salmon
(1997). A layered, isopycnic model, the Miami Isopyc-
nic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM 2.6; Bleck and
Smith 1990), is employed with grid size 1⁄12° in a rectan-
gular basin of dimensions 40° latitude by 20° longitude.
A zonal, sinusoidal wind stress is applied over the
middle 20° latitude of the basin,

�w
x � �

0, 40� � y 	 50�

�0�1 � cos�2
�40 � y�

20 �� 20� 	 y 	 40�

0, 10� 	 y � 20�,

where �o � 0.1 Pa and the superscript x denotes the
eastward component. A bottom drag is applied with
stress given by �b � ��cD( |ub | � cref)ub, where ub is the
bottom velocity, cD is the bottom drag coefficient, and
cref � 10 cm s�1 is a reference velocity. The bottom
Ekman layer structure is imposed by reducing the stress
to zero 10 m above the ocean floor. The effect of sub-
grid-scale viscous processes is parameterized using a
biharmonic diffusion, producing a viscous acceleration
D given by

D � �
1
h

� · ��h���2u��, �3�

where the viscosity � is given by

 � �x3 max�ud, ����u

�x
�

�

�y�2

� ��

�x
�

�u

�y�2�1�2

�x�,

�4�

with the parameters ud � 1 cm s�1 and � � 0.2; 	x is the
grid size. Lateral boundary conditions of no normal
flow through the boundary and free slip along the
boundary are applied to both u and �2u. Mathemati-
cally, if ŝ is the unit vector tangential to the boundary
and n̂ is the unit vector normal, then a · n̂ � 0 and
�(a · ŝ)/�n̂ � 0 are applied where a represents u and �2u
on the boundary.

The bottom topography is chosen to vary in a sim-
ple manner, deepening from a shallow shelf along the
western and eastern walls following a Gaussian form,
H(x) � 100 � (Hi � 100)[1 � e�x2

� e�(x0�x)2
] (m),

where x is the longitude and x0 is the width of the basin
in degrees. The interior depth Hi is taken as 1400 m in
the barotropic case and 4000 m in the baroclinic case.
The model integrations were spun up to a statistically
steady state (15 yr for the barotropic runs, and 25 yr for
the baroclinic runs), and results given for a time aver-
age taken over the next 5 yr.

Two sets of basin experiments are conducted:

1) Barotropic gyre experiments. The model is chosen to
have only two layers and the interface is strongly
relaxed toward 100 m, such that the upper layer acts
as a surface Ekman layer. This configuration is cho-
sen to separate the layers in which the wind stress
and bottom drag are applied, but otherwise is effec-
tively barotropic. Both frictional and inertial limits
are investigated by altering the drag coefficient for
bottom friction, cD, from 8 � 10�3 to 8 � 10�4.
Vertical sidewall cases were also run and, as ex-
pected, found to replicate the classical Stommel
(1948) and Fofonoff (1954) solutions.

2) Baroclinic gyre experiments. The frictional and iner-
tial limits are again investigated using cD � 8 � 10�3

and 8 � 10�4 in a five-layer baroclinic model. The
maximum basin depth was increased to 4000 m to
prevent intermediate layers from outcropping at the
surface or grounding (other than along the side-
walls). The initial depths of the lower-layer inter-
faces were set to 500, 1250, 2000, 2750, and 4000 m
and the density as 1027.7, 1028.8, 1028.9, 1029.0, and
1029.1 kg m�3 so that the lower layers are weakly
stratified. The top layer acts again as an Ekman
layer with the interface between the first two layers
being strongly relaxed to its initial depth. All layers
experience bottom friction where they interact with
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the topography over the sloping walls. The interior
(third and fourth) layers experience no forcing in
the interior (apart from eddy stirring and lateral fric-
tion) away from the narrow bands of frictional forc-
ing where they interact with topography.

b. Barotropic vorticity balance

1) HOW DOES FLUID MOVE MERIDIONALLY IN

BOUNDARY CURRENTS?

The flow pattern and the balance of terms in the BV
Eq. (2) are now explored for high and low friction in
both barotropic and baroclinic experiments.

The classical case of barotropic flow and vertical
sidewalls is well known: a Stommel (1948) solution for
high friction, with the interior wind-driven flow re-
turned in a frictionally controlled boundary current,
and a Fofonoff (1954) solution for low friction, with an
eastward jet along the center of the basin bounded by
inertial recirculations.

For sloping sidewalls, there is a wind-driven interior
in Sverdrup balance, as in the vertical sidewall case, but
the western boundary region differs significantly. There
is an equatorial convergence of f /H contours along the
western slope, which leads to a corresponding distor-
tion of the streamlines (Fig. 1) as predicted by linear
theory (Welander 1968). The western boundary flows
are now not pinned to the western wall of each gyre, but
instead lie together along the slope broadly following
f /H contours. This general pattern is robust, occurring
in both frictional and inertial limits, for both barotropic
and baroclinic gyres. As the friction is reduced or as we
move to the baroclinic limit, the jet becomes narrower
and stronger and inertial recirculations develop. This is
also seen in the barotropic solutions of Becker and
Salmon (1997). In the frictional limit of baroclinic so-
lutions, the stratification allows a weaker deep flow
over the topography which results in less influence of
f /H contours on the streamfunction in Fig. 1c.

The total meridional transport in the boundary cur-
rent is balanced by the bottom pressure gradient
torque, as revealed by zonal sections of the terms in (2)
in Fig. 2 and in accord with the model diagnostics of
HdC. However, friction and inertia can alter the detail
of the boundary current. Friction provides an anticy-
clonic torque on the shoreward side of the jet center
where there is cyclonic vorticity and, conversely, a cy-
clonic torque offshore of the jet center (Fig. 2a). This
frictional torque acts in opposition to the bottom pres-
sure torque, shoreward of the jet center and in concert
with bottom pressure torque offshore of the jet center,
the net effect of the friction being to displace the jet

offshore of the position suggested by the bottom pres-
sure torque.

The inertial and baroclinic cases (Figs. 2b–d) are very
similar, but with the nonlinear term also becoming im-
portant, particularly in the inertial case as the jet nar-
rows and the scale decreases at which friction becomes
effective. The nonlinear term also has a reversing sign
and is important in balancing the oscillations in flow
direction offshore, as in inertial recirculations. Within
the main jet, the detailed interaction between nonlinear
and frictional terms is rather complicated, but their net
effect remains the same: to move the jet offshore rather
than to balance the net meridional transport in the jet.
We note that, in the frictional, baroclinic case, the bot-
tom pressure torque is still the dominant term balanc-
ing a meridional flow (Fig. 2c) despite the apparent
reduction of topographical steering seen in the stream-
function (Fig. 1c).

2) HOW DO THE PATTERNS OF BOTTOM PRESSURE

TORQUE AND FRICTION VARY?

To show how these balances translate to other lati-
tudes, we consider the patterns of bottom pressure
torque and frictional torque along the western region of
the domain, for the four model cases in Figs. 3 and 4,
with the barotropic streamfunction superimposed. Al-
though details of the flow patterns vary, in all cases the
bottom pressure torque reflects meridional flow along
the slope (Fig. 3): there is a characteristic dipole pattern
for bottom pressure torque with positive and negative
regions respectively along the subtropical and subpolar
gyres. This is consistent with the results, seen in Fig. 2,
that the meridional flow is predominantly balanced by
the bottom pressure torque. In the baroclinic cases, the
role of the bottom pressure torque in balancing a me-
ridional flow remains clear, even though the influence
of f /H contours on the streamfunction becomes less
obvious (Fig. 3c).

For the subpolar gyre, friction is unimportant in what
would traditionally be considered the western bound-
ary current where southward flow occurs along the con-
tinental slope (Fig. 4a). Significant friction, instead,
only occurs in the northward flow alongside the sub-
tropical gyre. Instead of friction occurring along the
western boundary, it now takes opposite signs on either
side of the jet, consistent with voriticity patterns, and its
associated length scale becomes smaller as the jet nar-
rows in response to baroclinicity and reduction of fric-
tion (Figs. 4b–d). In the frictional, baroclinic solution
(Fig. 4c) there are regions of significant friction away
from the jet. This is consistent with strong meridional
flow along the boundary; however, there are still re-
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gions of both positive and negative forcing at each lati-
tude.

The sign of the frictional term in Fig. 4 does not
reflect the direction of the separated jet across f con-
tours since there is a northward flow where there is a
negative frictional term on the shoreward (cyclonic)
side of the jet. Instead, the friction is controlling how
fluid moves across f /H contours with negative and posi-
tive forcing driving fluid to lower or higher f /H con-
tours, respectively.

There is a clear contrast between all of these ex-
periments and the classical vertical sidewall case. In a
Stommel boundary layer, the viscous torque balances

the meridional motion (with a positive vorticity input
in the subtropical gyre and negative input in the sub-
polar gyre) and bottom pressure torque confined to a
delta function at the sidewalls (HdC). In the experi-
ments with sloping sidewalls, the bottom pressure
torque instead balances the meridional flow, with the
frictional torque occurring in a dipole on either side of
the jet center and, therefore, integrating zonally to
zero.

c. Integral constraints for the circulation

These patterns of bottom pressure torque and fric-
tional forcing solve the apparent paradox regarding the

FIG. 1. The streamfunction, � (Sv � 106 m3 s�1), for the following gyre integrations with
sloping sidewalls: (a) barotropic frictional, (b) barotropic inertial, (c) baroclinic frictional, and
(d) baroclinic inertial. The � pattern reveals a western jet running from the equator along the
slope to the intergyre boundary, which remains broadly unchanged as the friction and strati-
fication alters. The slope is typically 2° wide.
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role of friction discussed in the introduction. This is
most clearly shown by comparing the BV equation with
the PV equation for an adiabatic layer forced by wind.
If we consider a statistically steady state and a layer
with no mass sources or sinks, then we can introduce a
mass transport streamfunction � for the layer such that
�uh � k � ��. The time-averaged PV Eq. (1) can then
be written as

J��, Q� � k · � � ���

h � � � · ���hu��Q��, �5�

where an overbar denotes a time average and a prime
denotes a difference from the time average. The need
for friction to balance the PV input due to wind stress
can then be seen by applying this equation to the top
layer and integrating over an area bounded by a
streamline �0, to give

�
inside �0

k · � � ���

h � dA � �
inside �0

� · ���hu��Q�� dA,

�6�

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional balances in the depth-integrated barotropic vorticity equation (10�9

m s�2) at 25°N through the subtropical gyre for the following gyre integrations: (a) barotropic
frictional, (b) barotropic inertial, (c) baroclinic frictional, and (d) baroclinic inertial. In (a), the
northward transport (full line for ��V ) is controlled by bottom pressure torque (dashed line),
rather than by friction, which reverses sign across the jet (dotted line). These balances broadly
carry over for the inertial cases [(b)] and the baroclinic cases [(c) and (d)] but with additional
nonlinear, eddy transfers (dash–dot–dot line). Note that the x axis is stretched to show the
detail of the western boundary region.
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where 	� � �w, except where the layer intersects to-
pography, where 	� � �w � �b. Applying Stokes’s theo-
rem, we see that �w/h must be balanced by bottom
stress along each streamline and eddy PV fluxes across
the streamline.

Similarly, if the BV Eq. (2) is rewritten in the form

� · �Uf � � k · � � �pb�H � �w � �b � A�, �7�

where U � �

�H �u dz is the depth-integrated mass

transport, then we can integrate this over a zonal strip
of ocean; an area bounded by the contour � consisting
of two latitude lines and two sections of coastline.

Since, for a closed basin, the total mass flux across each
latitude line is zero, the left-hand side integrates to
zero, leaving

�
inside �

k · � � �pb�H � �w � �b � A� dS � 0. �8�

This balance has been shown by HdC to be dominated
by the wind stress and pressure terms, with bottom fric-
tion negligible, and the nonlinear term important only
for strips much narrower than an ocean gyre.

Therefore, friction or eddies must balance �w/h along

FIG. 3. Maps of bottom pressure torque (10�9 m s�2) with streamlines of contour interval 10
Sv overlaid for the following gyre integrations: (a) barotropic frictional, (b) barotropic inertial,
(c) baroclinic frictional, and (d) baroclinic inertial. A positive sign indicates a flow from low
to high f with the northward flow in the jet due to a positive bottom pressure torque. Note that
the x axis is stretched to show details of the western boundary region with the slope typically
2° wide.
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any closed streamline in (6), but their effects are much
smaller than wind stress and bottom pressure terms
when integrated along latitude lines in (8). One way for
this to happen might be for the bottom stress to occur
in very shallow water, producing a large value of 	� /h
in (6) while only retaining a small contribution to �b in
(8), but that can only work for streamlines that pass
into shallow water. As seen in the model diagnostics,
the alternative is that bottom stress torques become
large in the jet and for any integral along a closed
streamline, but situated so that there is only a small
contribution to the zonal integral (with an anticyclonic

torque to the left of the jet center and a cyclonic torque
to the right).

In order for the PV constraint to be realized, water
from the subpolar gyre, where wind stress forcing is
cyclonic, must pass through the left-hand side of the jet
(cyclonic side), and water from the subtropical gyre
must pass through the right-hand side of the jet (anti-
cyclonic side). When the jet is guided along f /H con-
tours and remains separated from the western bound-
ary, this constraint results in the asymmetrical circula-
tion pattern seen in the model results. In particular, a
branch of the subpolar gyre has to penetrate southward

FIG. 4. Maps of frictional terms (10�9 m s�2) in the barotropic vorticity balance with stream-
lines of contour interval 10 Sv overlaid for the following gyre integrations: (a) barotropic
frictional, (b) barotropic inertial, (c) baroclinic frictional, and (d) baroclinic inertial. A positive
sign indicates a flow from low to high f /H contours due to frictional forcing. Note that the x
axis is stretched to show details of the western boundary region with the slope typically 2°
wide.
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in order to join the cyclonic side of the jet as it flows
northward.

Although this balance has been demonstrated in a
system for which bottom friction is a dominant term in
the PV budget, we would expect similar results with
either lateral friction or eddy PV transport as the dom-
inant term since the effect of friction is to damp the
vorticity and reduce the PV difference across the jet
(where water on the left-hand side of the jet is of sub-
polar origin and water on the right-hand side of the jet
center is of subtropical origin). Either lateral viscosity
or eddy mixing could have a similar effect.

Our model diagnostics reveal that these contrasting
integral constraints are achieved through the separation
of the subtropical jet and the associated southward pen-
etration of the western boundary current from the sub-
polar gyre across the intergyre boundary (as defined by
the wind stress curl forcing). The strong northward-
flowing jet then has subtropical water on its eastward
side and subpolar water on its westward side. The
strong bottom stress curl on either flank of the jet
largely cancels in a zonal integral, but not along a closed
streamline, since its opposing signs are in waters of ei-
ther subtropical or subpolar origin (see Figs. 4b,d).
Thus, the integral constraints (6) and (8) provide a geo-
metrical constraint on the flow, which is satisfied
through the positioning and orientation of the jet.

3. Channel circulations

In the gyre models the depth-integrated flow is
steered by the topography and influences where fric-
tional effects are experienced both in the BV and PV
balances. This provides an interesting illustration of
how the need to satisfy the two integral constraints can
lead to a strong constraint on the geometry of the flow.
In many realistic circumstances, the flow interaction
with topography is not constrained to occur only in a
single western boundary region at each latitude. A
wider range of possible interactions with topography
may reduce the dynamical constraint and permit a
wider range of possible flow types to occur. For this
reason we consider a channel flow, with topography in
two longitude ranges, to investigate how the circulation
is controlled by the topography, and how this influences
the PV balance with this more complex topography.

a. Model configuration

The model is set up in a reentrant channel with an
idealized topography for the Pacific sector of the Ant-
arctic Circumpolar Current (Fig. 5a), which consists of
a barrier with a gap representing Drake Passage and

submerged topography representing features such as
the Pacific Rise. The channel extends for 20° latitude by
90° longitude and grid size 1⁄6° with three layers in the
vertical and potential densities (referenced to a depth
of 2 km) of 1036.3, 1038.2, and 1038.5 kg m�3. The layer
interfaces are initially at depths of 1700 and 3500 m,
apart from where they intercept topography. The inter-
faces are such that there are gaps in both the sub-
merged and barrier topography where the interior layer
does not initially intercept the topography. Again there
is no diabatic forcing included so that changes in PV are
due to frictional forcing only. The zonal wind stress,

�w
x � �0 cos�
�y � 55��20�, �65� 	 y 	 �45�,

�9�

is applied to the top layer with wind strengths of �0 �
0.01, 0.05, and 0.2 Pa (1 Pa � 1 N m�2). The bottom
friction is again applied over the bottom 10 m with a
standard drag coefficient of cD � 3 � 10�3. The bound-
ary conditions are of no slip, such that u and �2u are
zero on all boundaries.

The models are integrated to a statistically steady
state with time-averaged diagnostics then taken over 5
yr. With the strong and intermediate wind strengths the
models are integrated in total for 30 yr, while with the
weak wind stress the model takes longer to spin up and
is therefore integrated for 50 yr. Momentum is trans-
ferred vertically from the surface Ekman layer through
the water column through a combination of standing
and transient eddies to the top of submerged topo-
graphic features (Döös and Webb 1994; Wolff et al.
1991). Most of this transfer occurs over and down-
stream of topographical features (Gille 1997; Hallberg
and Gnanadesikan 2001).

An increase in the eastward wind stress, from �0 �
0.01, 0.05, to 0.2 Pa, leads, as expected, to an increase in
zonal transport (Figs. 5b–d). With the weakest wind,
the flow is predominantly zonal with oscillations (or
standing eddies) occurring downstream of topographi-
cal features. As the wind strength increases, there are
greater deviations of the streamlines over the sub-
merged topography and an increased meridional extent
of the boundary current downstream of the barrier. For
a greater wind forcing, there is an increased influence of
f /H contours as opposed to f contours because of the
increased vertical penetration of the current. This pen-
etration is also controlled by the stratification that acts
to shield the flow from topography and reduce the in-
fluence of f /H contours (Marshall 1995). The f /H con-
tours mainly follow depth contours (Fig. 5a) over the
topography and latitude lines between.

Away from the jet, gyres are formed between the
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topographic barriers, especially south of the channel
(Figs. 5c,d). These gyres form in both subregions of the
channel, suggesting that the submerged topography is
acting as a barrier to the depth-integrated flow.

b. Does the form stress balance the wind stress
zonally?

The depth-integrated pressure gradient exerts a force
on the depth-integrated fluid given by

�
�H

�

�p dz � �P � pb�H, �10�

where the first term on the right-hand side is the hori-
zontal pressure force on the fluid column exerted by the
adjacent fluid and the second term is the horizontal
component of the normal pressure force above sloping
topography. Although both pressure gradient terms in
Eq. (10) apply a force on the water column, only the
second term on the right-hand side exerts a torque,

FIG. 5. Maps for the idealized Southern Ocean sector showing (a) the topography with a
500-m contour interval and (b)–(d) the streamfunction for model integrations with increasing
surface wind stress from �0 � 0.01, 0.05, to 0.2 Pa; the interval between the streamlines is 10
Sv in (b), 20 Sv in (c), and 40 Sv in (d); depth contours (m) are shaded.
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referred to as the bottom pressure torque. The stress
applied by the integral of the second term across a to-
pographical feature is referred to as form stress and
exerts a force on the water column due to the pressure
differences across a ridge. The importance of form
stress in balancing momentum input by wind stress was
predicted by Munk and Palmén (1951), and has since
been confirmed by various model studies (Wolff et al.
1991; Gille 1997) and by satellite and in situ data mea-
surements (Morrow et al. 1994; Bryden and Heath
1985).

To identify the role of the form stress, consider the
terms in the depth-integrated momentum balance,

fk � U � ��P � pb�H � �w � �b � A, �11�

where the depth-integrated horizontal pressure gradi-
ent has been split into two terms on the right-hand side
as in Eq. (10). Integrating the eastward component of
Eq. (11) along a latitude line around the reentrant
channel and scaling with the magnitude of the wind
stress �0 provides

1
�0

	
constf

�pb

�H

�x
� �w

x � �b
x � Ax� dx � 0, �12�

where the first term on the left-hand side is the form
stress and superscripts in x denote the eastward com-
ponent.

In the model integrations, there is the classical bal-
ance between the wind stress and form stress integrated
around the channel,

	pb

�H

�x
dx

(Fig. 6a; full and dashed lines). Nonlinear effects only
augment the contribution of the wind stress in central
latitudes. This overall balance between wind stress and
form stress implies that the northward Ekman flow
driven by wind stress in the top layer is returned south-
ward at depth as a geostrophic flow balanced by pres-
sure differences (form stress) across the topographical
features. For the low and high wind stress integrations,
the main difference in the momentum balance is that
there are sharper changes in both nonlinear and form
stress terms north of the gap in topography for the
integration with weak wind stress (Fig. 6a). The bottom
friction is also slightly larger for a strong wind stress
since the jet penetrates deeper into the water column
and, hence, interacts more with the ocean bottom.

To identify which topographic features contribute to
the form stress, we separate the zonally integrated di-
agnostics for the form stress into two regions over the
submerged topography (between 150° and 95°W) and

over the barrier (between 95° and 150°W); at these
domain boundaries, the depth is close to the interior
value of 5000 m, although a slight difference over the
north side of the channel causes a large difference in
form stress, so the separate contributions are not plot-
ted there.

In both wind-forcing cases, the form stress is mainly
provided by the barrier region north of the gap (Fig.
6b). For the low wind case, the form stress is mainly
concentrated on the northern edge of the gap, but the
submerged topography does provide the dominant con-
tribution south of the gap (Fig. 6b; dashed line). In the
strong wind case, as the flow through the gap becomes
stronger, the jet penetrates deeper and interacts more
with the topography of the gap, causing a greater form
stress there (Fig. 6b, right panel). However, these con-
tributions to the form stress are difficult to relate to the
detailed flow patterns since there are large, partially
opposing contributions from the form stress and the
gradient of the depth-integrated pressure in Eq. (11)
when considering partial zonal integrals.

c. The barotropic vorticity balance

HdC discuss the connection between form stress and
bottom pressure torque. They show that, if the depth
and zonally integrated momentum equation involves a
balance between the wind stress and form stress at each
latitude, then for the BV equation there is a corre-
sponding balance between the wind stress curl and the
bottom pressure torque when integrated over a zonal
strip.

Consequently, given the importance of the form
stress in our model diagnostics for Eq. (12), we now
consider the associated role of the bottom pressure
torques in the BV Eq. (2). The bottom pressure torques
are linked to form stress in an integral sense, where
integrating along a latitude line around the channel
provides

�

�y	pb

�H

�x
dx � �	J�pb, H�dx �13�

so that meridional gradients in the form stress in Eq.
(12) are connected to the line integral of bottom pres-
sure torque.

To identify the contribution of the different terms in
Eq. (2), each of the terms is integrated around the basin
and scaled with the magnitude of the wind stress �0 to
give

1
�0
	���V � J�pb, H� � k · � � ��w � �b � A�� dx � 0.

�14�
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The integral diagnostics are performed over 3.7°-wide
latitude bands (depicted in Fig. 7a) for the low wind
stress integration, and data within 0.8° of the northern
and southern boundaries is ignored since the lateral
boundary conditions become important there. Over

latitude bands spanning the domain, �V integrates to
zero since there is no overall mass flux. The bottom
pressure torque (gray bars) balances opposing contri-
butions from the wind stress curl (white bars) and non-
linear terms (black bars) (Fig. 7b). The wind stress curl

FIG. 6. (a) The depth and zonally integrated momentum balances integrated around the channel
(scaled by the wind stress �0; 103 m) for model integrations with (left) weak and (right) strong wind stress.
The wind stress (solid line) is primarily balanced by the form stress (dashed line) with the remainder
balanced by the nonlinear terms (dotted line) and a small frictional contribution (dash–dot line). (b) The
form stress variation across the channel (solid line) including the separate contributions over the barrier
region (dotted line) and submerged topography (dashed line); the separate contributions are not plotted
north of 50°S.
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inputs positive and negative vorticity north and south of
the channel, respectively, which is generally augmented
by the nonlinear terms.

The BV balances are now separately considered in
regions either including the submerged topography
or the partial barrier, with domain boundaries again
defined at 95° and 150°W (Figs. 7c,d). North of the
channel (regions 4 and 5), there are wind-driven gyres
with the wind stress curl driving a northward flow
(hatched bar) over the submerged topography (Fig. 7c),
which is returned southward by bottom pressure
torques over the barrier (Fig. 7d). South of the channel
(region 1), the gyre balance again occurs with the wind
stress curl driving a southward flow that is returned by
the bottom pressure torque. In this latter case, though,
bottom pressure torques occur over both sections of
topography. Across the gap in the barrier (region 2),
there is a large bottom pressure torque permitting a
northward flow (Fig. 7d; gray bar), which is associated
with the sharp gradient in form stress at the northern
edge of the gap (Fig. 6b; low wind stress). This strong
northward transport downstream of the barrier is even-
tually returned southward through the combination
of the wind stress curl over the rest of the channel,
the nonlinear terms over the barrier, and the bottom
pressure torque over the submerged topography
(Figs. 7c,d).

d. What is the local role of bottom pressure
torques?

The bottom pressure torque acquires a characteristic
pattern over the topography in the channel, similar to
that seen in the basin. In the channel, downstream of
the submerged topography, there is a wind-driven gyre
in the south with the northward return flow in the west-
ern boundary associated with the positive bottom pres-
sure torque (Fig. 8). At the same time, farther north,
there is an accompanying negative bottom pressure
torque associated with a southward deflection of the
zonal jet. This dipole pattern of positive and negative
bottom pressure torque is a consequence of the form
stress, first decreasing northward along the topography
and then increasing back to zero (Fig. 6b; low wind
stress). This balance can be argued more formally by
considering the area integral of the bottom pressure
torque over an area contained by a depth contour H,
where

�J�pb,H� dA � H 	
constH

�pb · ds � 0, �15�

FIG. 7. The barotropic vorticity balances for the weak wind
stress integrated over zonal strips (scaled with �0; 104 m): (a) map
of the domain with the topography (contour interval 1000 m) and
the five latitude bands used in the zonal integrals; the vorticity
balance over each latitude band for (b) the entire channel and (c)
separately for the submerged channel and (d) for the barrier.
Over the entire channel, the wind stress curl (white bar) is bal-
anced by the bottom pressure torque (gray bar) and augmented
by the nonlinear terms (black bar). Over the separate regions, the
vorticity forcing leads to a resultant meridional flow, ��V, given
by the hatched bar.
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and hence this area integral between two depth con-
tours is zero. While the model topography does not
have a suitable H contour to integrate around (Fig. 5a),
we can consider the modified situation where the south-
ern boundary is artificially shifted southward into a re-
gion of no wind forcing and the depth contours close
there. Now integrating around the closed H contours
around the submerged island, the integrated bottom
pressure torque has to be zero, which implies that a
positive bottom pressure torque has to be offset by a
negative bottom pressure torque along the same H con-
tour, consistent with the dipole pattern in bottom pres-
sure torque seen in Fig. 8. It is interesting that this
dipole pattern continues to occur, even in the current
case in which the two topographic obstacles are con-
nected by a depth contour. This dipole pattern implies
that the southward deflection of the jet is the result of
bottom pressure torque transferring BV from the gyre
circulation (where the BV input occurs from wind stress
curl) to the jet.

Over the barrier region, for weak wind stress, there is
a very finescale, complicated pattern of bottom pres-
sure torques with the largest torques concentrated at
the edge of the barrier (Fig. 8, right panel; Fig. 9a).
Southward flow in a western boundary current along
the barrier (45°–55°S) is associated with the large nega-
tive bottom pressure torque at the edge of the barrier.
This negative torque is linked by the integral constraint
(15) to a strong positive torque at the edge of the bar-
rier (�57°S) balancing a northward flow through the gap.

As the wind strength increases, there is a stronger
northward deflection of the jet (Figs. 9a–c). Regions of
positive and negative bottom pressure torque develop
farther down the slope of the barrier because of a
greater interaction of the flow with the deep topogra-
phy. In the zonal integral, these downstream regions
become as important as the thin bands of bottom pres-
sure torque on the edge of the barrier; consequently
there is a smoother meridional transition in form stress
gradients (Fig. 6). With greater wind stress, there is also
a shift of the gyre return flow north of the jet from the
edge of the barrier farther off the slope (Fig. 9). It is
unclear whether the bottom pressure torques are acting
to transfer vorticity in the same way as for the weaker
flow, although there are undoubtedly positive torques
associated with a northward flow through the gap and
both positive and negative torques associated with a
meridional flow downstream.

In summary, the bottom pressure torque provides a
mechanism to return the interior flow of a wind-driven
gyre, either within a basin or a channel with topo-
graphical barriers (Fig. 10). The bottom-pressure
torque has a characteristic dipole pattern. Within a
channel, the integral effect of the bottom pressure
torque is to transfer vorticity from the wind-driven gyre
into the jet leading to a meridional deflection in the jet.
As the wind forcing increases and the jet becomes
stronger, this process may weaken as the nonlinear
term strengthens and transient eddies become an alter-
native mechanism to transfer vorticity.

FIG. 8. Bottom pressure torque (colored, scaled with �0; 10�4 m�1) (left) over the submerged topography and
(right) through the gap in the barrier; streamlines are marked by black contours with an interval of 10 Sv and the
white contours show the position of the depth contours (1000 m). Note how, over the submerged topography, the
bottom pressure torque leads to a northward return flow for the southern gyre as well as inducing a southward
deflection of the zonal jet.
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4. Potential vorticity balance

The PV balances are now considered in more detail,
given how unimportant frictional forces appear to be in
the BV budget. For a steady state, there is an integral
balance between sources and sinks of PV from the curl
of frictional forces within a closed layer streamline as in
Eq. (6). For a statistically steady state, eddy stirring can
become important in transferring PV across the time-
mean streamlines between regions of opposing PV
sources and sinks.

FIG. 9. Bottom pressure torque (shaded, scaled with �0; 10�4

m�1) at the barrier for (a) weak, (b) moderate, and (c) strong
wind stress; streamlines are plotted with full contours with inter-
vals of (a) 3, (b) 10, and (c) 20 Sv, and the edge of the topography
is marked by dashed lines. Note how the northward deflection of
the jet downstream of the gap increases with the wind stress.

FIG. 10. A schematic figure depicting the pattern of the bottom
pressure torque (shaded) for (a) a basin and (b) a channel with
submerged topography; streamlines and depth contours are full
and dashed contours, respectively. In both cases, the bottom pres-
sure torques enable a return flow along the sidewall of the western
boundary of the gyre. In the channel, the bottom pressure torque
transfers vorticity from the wind-driven gyre to the jet, which
leads to a downstream displacement in the position of the jet.
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The pattern of the frictional forcing for a shielded
layer depends principally on the position of the jets,
which in turn are affected by the bottom pressure
torque. Given this connection, we now explore how the
frictional forcing of PV occurs in a shielded layer: first,
within a basin and, second, within a channel with partial
barriers.

a. Gyre response

The gyre response to frictional sources of PV is ad-
dressed in idealized isopycnic model studies by Hall-
berg and Rhines (2000) and Williams and Roussenov
(2003). The wind forcing is confined to a surface layer,
and interior, shielded isopycnic layers only experience a
forcing from bottom stress or lateral (eddy) diffusion.

Following Williams and Roussenov (2003), for these
shielded layers, bottom friction is only important along
sloping sidewalls where the circulation interacts with
topography. Bottom friction therefore acts to oppose
the background circulation induced by the wind forcing
and leads to bands of high PV on the western side of the
subtropical gyre and low PV on the western side of the
subpolar gyre (Fig. 11; dark and light shading). These
contrasts in PV are advected toward the midbasin sepa-
rated jet, where a PV front is created. However, rather
than resulting in a strong PV contrast between the
gyres, this PV front is eroded in the interior jet by an
active eddy circulation that acts to homogenize PV over
much of the layer.

In the gyre experiments, the frictionally induced
bands of high and low PV along the western boundary
are confined within different time-mean streamlines re-
siding either within the subtropical or subpolar gyres.
Consequently, unless there is opposing frictional forc-
ing, eddy stirring is required to provide a flux of PV
from one gyre to another in order to attain a steady
state.

b. Channel response

1) HOW DOES THE PV BUDGET BALANCE WITHIN

THE CHANNEL?

The channel is divided into two basins by partial to-
pographical barriers, with the jet connecting the two
basins; for PV experiments for a basin with a partial
inflow, see also Yang and Price (2000). Unlike the gyre
case, it is now possible for a single streamline in the
interior layer to pass over both partial barriers and, in
moving both northward and southward, experience two
regions of frictional forcing with different signs. As
these two regions are widely separated in longitude,
this can influence the large-scale PV distribution in the

layer. This PV distribution is considered in the model
run with largest wind stress since eddy homogenization
is greatest in this case.

To see how this PV change is achieved, it useful to
separate the flow into “open” Montgomery M contours
passing through the gaps in topography and encircling
“Antarctica” and “closed” M contours that remain
within a single basin in the shielded layer; M � P/� �
gz, where P is the pressure and z is the height of the
density interface. For example, consider the open M
contour passing through both basins, which is close to
the southern wall at 140°W in Fig. 12a. This M contour
passes through regions of different frictional forcing
close to the topographic barriers leading to regions of
low PV (130°–90°W), as well as high PV (80°–145°W),
where high PV is defined as being more positive. Now,
consider the closed M contours centered at 60°S, 110°W
or 60°S, 65°W, which remain relatively far from regions
of frictional forcing alongside the topography. These
closed M contours enclose regions with a single value of
nearly uniform PV. The particular PV value taken up
within the closed M contour is determined by the eddy
transfer from the neighboring open M contour, in ac-

FIG. 11. A schematic figure depicting the different potential
vorticity distributions within a double-gyre basin with sloping
sidewalls; streamlines and depth contours are full and dashed con-
tours, respectively. Along the sloping sidewall, bottom friction
leads to inputs of high (dark) and low PV (light) along the western
flanks of the subtropical and subpolar gyres; note that the high PV
singularity along the western edge of the domain is not shown
where the layer thickness vanishes. The resulting PV contrast is
advected into the interior by the separated jet. However, an active
baroclinic eddy circulation can erode this PV contrast (Williams
and Roussenov 2003).
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cord with the Rhines and Young (1982) view of eddy
homogenization.

2) WHY IS THERE A DIFFERENT PV EVOLUTION

WITHIN EACH SUBBASIN?

From the model results we see a different PV evolu-
tion over the southern half of each of the subbasins:
lower and higher PV upstream and downstream of the
gap in the barrier respectively (Fig. 12a). As the model
is initialized with uniform thickness over the layer (ex-
cept where it intersects topography), the PV is initially
higher in the northern gap in the submerged topogra-
phy and is lower in the southern gap in the barrier
because of differences in the planetary vorticity. Con-
sequently, in a statistically steady state, fluid can only
recirculate around the channel if either (i) the initial PV
contrast is eroded or (ii) the PV sources and sinks ad-

just to provide the necessary PV input for fluid to pass
from one subbasin to the other.

The different PV response in the two subbasins ap-
pears to reflect the different initial contrasts in the PV
in the gaps between the barrier and submerged topog-
raphy. Our experiment suggests that the frictional
sources of PV are providing overall positive inputs up-
stream of the submerged topography (with the gap far-
ther north) and negative inputs upstream of the partial
barrier (with the gap farther south). Consider a statis-
tically steady state where the PV contrast between the
gaps has not been eroded: A streamline that has just
passed through the gap in the submerged topography
must decrease its PV in order to pass through the gap in
the barrier at a lower latitude. It experiences negative
frictional forcing on the western boundary of the basin
creating a plume of low PV, which is advected into the

FIG. 12. Time-averaged potential vorticity (shaded) with Montgomery contours (m2 s�2) for
the shielded, intermediate layer for (a) original topography with a southern gap and (b)
topography with a northern gap in the barrier. The PV is scaled in terms of the magnitude of
the background PV, [( f � �) /h](ho / | fo | ), where fo is the value of f at latitude 55°S and ho is
the initial layer thickness away from the topography. Note how the time-averaged PV acquires
a different distribution within each subbasin with the more positive PV (dark) occurring
upstream of the northern gap in the topography.
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basin and mixed by eddy stirring. Having passed
through the gap in the barrier the flow must then ex-
perience positive forcing to increases its PV. The
amount of frictional forcing in each basin has adjusted
to allow a recirculation through the channel in the same
way that the frictional forcing in a wind-driven gyre
adjusts to balance the wind forcing in a statistically
steady state.

To test whether the latitude of the gaps is important,
we conduct an additional experiment with the same
submerged topography but with the gap in the barrier
shifted northward. In this case, the PV evolves to a
contrasting state with higher and lower values upstream
and downstream of the northern gap in the barrier, in
accord with our hypothesis (Fig. 12b). The latitude of
the gaps in the topography does appear to be the con-
trolling factor in these two experiments rather than
subtle differences between the submerged topography
and the barrier (which differ in orientation and depth
range) or boundary effects.

This response is consistent with the view that the PV
sources and sinks adjust according to the PV contrast
between the gaps in the topography. In both experi-
ments, eddy stirring is effective in eroding contrasts in
PV within each basin, but is ineffective in removing
contrasts between the basins.

3) HOW ARE THE CHANGES IN PV ACHIEVED?

To confirm the picture deduced above, the PV bud-
get has been calculated in a Lagrangian frame following
time-mean streamlines. Results from a particular
streamline are presented here to illustrate the main
processes.

Since a time-mean streamline is followed, the PV
balance Eq. (1) is written to include an explicit eddy
transfer of PV anomalies: the Lagrangian change in
time-averaged PV depends on the forcing from fric-
tional torques and the eddy advection of PV anomalies,

DQ

Dt
� �

1
h

k · � �
�b

�h
� u� · �Q�, �16�

where Q is the PV, the overbar represents an Eulerian
time average, and a prime represents a temporal devia-
tion; D/Dt � u · � is the Lagrangian rate of change
following the time-mean flow. The eddy transfer of PV,
u� · �Q�, is diagnosed at each grid point from the model
diagnostics over a 5-yr time average.

A Lagrangian trajectory is considered lasting 400
days following a time-mean streamline passing close to
the barrier with the southern gap (Fig. 13a; full line)
and experiencing frictional forcing along the down-
stream side of the barrier (Fig. 13a; shading). For this

region, there is a downstream increase in the back-
ground PV (Fig. 12a). Along the Lagrangian trajectory,
this increase in PV is achieved through bottom friction
providing a positive input of vorticity (after day 200 in
Fig. 13b; full and dotted lines). However, when the tra-
jectory leaves the side of the barrier (after day 280), the
eddy forcing opposes this frictional input of PV. For
this particular trajectory, the frictional input of PV
dominates over the eddy transfer, leading to an overall
Lagrangian increase in PV. In neighboring trajectories
the PV is not increased directly by friction, but by the
eddy forcing transferring PV. While the detailed bal-
ances between the frictional and eddy forcing is highly
sensitive to the particular trajectory, this Lagrangian
example illustrates how the systematic evolution in the
PV (Fig. 12) is controlled by a competition between the
frictional sources of PV and eddy stirring (Hallberg and
Rhines 2000; Williams and Roussenov 2003).

FIG. 13. Potential vorticity balance following a Lagrangian time-
mean trajectory passing through the gap in the barrier within the
interior layer. (a) Map of the frictional forcing (shaded, 10�18 m�1

s�2) with the Lagrangian track overlaid in black with markers
every 100 days. (b) Terms from the PV balance are plotted as
running integrals (10�13 m�1 s�1) against time (days) along the
trajectory for �DQ/Dt following the time-mean flow (solid line),
eddy forcing (u� · �Q�) (dashed line), and frictional forcing (dot-
ted line). Note how the bottom friction leads to an increase in PV
alongside the barrier (after day 200), which is partly eroded by
eddy forcing in the interior (after day 280).
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5. Discussion

This study addresses two questions: 1) How are the
BV and PV balances reconciled in simple ocean geom-
etries and 2) is the role of bottom pressure torque sim-
ply to steer the flow or does it have a broader (perhaps
indirect) dynamical influence on the flow?

The first question is most clearly addressed by the
gyre experiments. These show the development of a
dipole in bottom pressure torque (Fig. 10a), removing
BV from the subpolar gyre latitudes and adding BV to
the subtropical gyre latitudes to balance the wind stress
curl in those regions. Friction is unimportant in this
balance, but is central to the PV balance of the wind-
forced layer if the eddy forcing is small. This PV bal-
ance, however, is an integral constraint on closed mean
streamlines, which can change path to accomodate the
forcing. The balance between the meridional flow and
bottom pressure torque results in the streamlines
broadly following f /H contours. This leads to a separa-
tion of the flow from the boundary in a jet, which allows
the two constraints to be consistently satisfied: the wa-
ter to the left of the jet center can be part of the sub-
polar gyre and water to the right can be part of the
subtropical gyre. Friction then acts in the correct sense
to balance the PV budget of each gyre, but the bottom
stress curl cancels out when integrated across the jet.
As the flow becomes more nonlinear, eddy transfer of
PV across the jet starts to reduce the role of bottom
friction in this balance.

The more complicated geometry of the channel with
topography in two longitude ranges makes a wider
range of bottom pressure torque distributions possible.
However, the dipole pattern in bottom pressure torque
along a boundary remains, as seen in the gyre experi-
ment (Fig. 10a), and is a consequence of the constraint
that the bottom pressure torque must integrate to zero
over any region bounded by depth contours. The bot-
tom pressure torque on each piece of topography is
intimately related to the associated form stress, but the
resulting flow patterns are more clearly related to bot-
tom pressure torque than to form stress. To the north of
the central jet, there is a gyre circulation closed by a
western boundary current against the partial barrier.
The bottom pressure torque in this boundary current
balances the positive wind stress curl over this region.
South of the jet gyres occur within each of the basins,
with negative wind stress curl driving southward flow in
the gyre interiors and with a return northward flow
over the topography balanced by bottom pressure
torque (Fig. 10b). Since the bottom pressure torque
occurs in a dipole along the topographic obstacle, the
input of BV from the wind curl is effectively transferred

from the gyre regions to the jet, which undergoes me-
ridional deflections as the jet passes over the topogra-
phy.

For the gyre cases, the interaction of the jet with
topography does not have a large-scale effect on the PV
distribution. While separation of the current from the
boundary leads to a front between water of subpolar
and subtropical origin (Becker and Salmon 1997), this
front and vorticity contrast does not penetrate far into
the interior if there is strong eddy mixing (Williams and
Roussenov 2003). In contrast, for our channel cases,
there are large-scale changes in PV arising from the
frictional torques along the submerged topography.
This frictional forcing is associated with topographical
deflections of the jet, achieved by bottom pressure
torques. The frictional forcing alters the PV of the jet,
enabling the jet to pass through topographic gaps at
different latitudes, and eddy mixing then spreads this
longitudinal PV contrast into the gyres.

In summary, bottom pressure torques are crucial in
steering jets and in returning western boundary flows in
gyres. In turn, the topographic steering dictates where
the bottom friction is important in our model, which
affects the PV distribution and allows a closed circula-
tion. The geometry of the jet is controlled by having to
satisfy the contrasting integral constraints for BV and
PV: friction is unimportant in a zonal integral for BV,
but is important for an area-integral within a closed
streamline for PV. While our model studies use ideal-
ized closures for the bottom friction and viscous diffu-
sion, we expect our main conclusions to carry over for
more realistic closures, but not necessarily the detailed
patterns for bottom pressure torque and bottom fric-
tion. Despite the importance of bottom pressure
torques in steering the flow, they are difficult to diag-
nose observationally because of the finescales of the
topography and small pressure differences involved,
and in practice they may remain an important mecha-
nism that has to be diagnosed from circulation and in-
verse models.
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